At Michael O’Mara Books we specialize in creative and inspired adult non-fiction. Independent, commercial and always on-trend, we are passionate about our books and publish an exciting and varied list – from history and popular science to language; sport and biography to puzzles; gift and humour to craft – that reaches readers across the world.

LOM ART is dedicated to showcasing the most talented and creative artists. Our beautiful and exciting artist-led books will unleash creativity in people of all ages. From quirky drawing books to pop-out paper models, the list exhibits what’s hot in the worlds of art and culture.
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INTELLIGENT FITNESS
THE SMART WAY TO REBOOT YOUR BODY AND GET IN SHAPE

Simon Waterson
WITH A FOREWORD BY DANIEL CRAIG

ISBN: 9781789293388
234 x 153mm • 256pp
16pp colour photos • B&W illustrations • Hardback
World English Language • £18.99
Health and Wellbeing
Publication date: 06/01/22

“Without Simon Waterson’s help and guidance I literally wouldn’t have made it through fifteen years of playing James Bond. His curiosity, his commitment, humility and willingness to learn are what makes him such a unique and talented trainer. It’s been an honour working with him.” – Daniel Craig

A smart approach to boosting your energy, confidence and sleep with the film industry’s most in-demand fitness trainer.

Simon’s client list reads like a who’s who of A-list actors. He has transformed Daniel Craig into the formidable James Bond for five blockbuster films, shaped Chris Pratt for Guardians of the Galaxy and prepared actors such as Thandie Newton and John Boyega for the recent Star Wars films. In Intelligent Fitness, Simon shares his intelligent approach to rebooting your body in this essential training manual for any age and fitness level.

- Packed full of real film-star workouts and practical, easy-to-follow advice, Simon encourages you to focus on training, recovery and nutrition to build on your performance, rather than aesthetic.
- With behind-the-scenes insights and exclusive photographs, including those from official 007 photographer Greg Williams.
- “With Simon’s help, I’ve been able to sustain the highest level of health and fitness through several action movie franchises without injury or misery. I am one of countless others within the entertainment industry who trust him completely.” – Bryce Dallas Howard
- “Simon has a very strong philosophy, that aesthetic is a by-product of performance. This always made sense to me. All the information he gives you is easy to understand and sustainable and it allowed me to reach my goals and each time surpass them. He’s also a great human and I love working with him.” – Luke Evans
- “Working with Simon is the nearest you get to actually being a superhero, in the sense you are at your absolute peak of physical health. That makes you feel incredibly robust in these challenging times.” – Benedict Cumberbatch
- “Simon, working with you has always been a great pleasure. Not only are you the best trainer but you are also the funniest. You always make me laugh so much and, for the abs, there is nothing better!” – Léa Seydoux

WITH A FOREWORD BY DANIEL CRAIG

SIMON WATERSON
IN SHAPE

INTELLIGENT FITNESS

WHAT ARE YOU THINKING?
WHY WE FEEL AND ACT THE WAY WE DO

NICKY HAYES

ISBN: 9781789293388
216 x 135mm • 256pp
B&W illustrations • Hardback
World English Language • £14.99 • Popular science
Publication date: 06/01/22

In this accessible guide to how we think, psychologist Nicky Hayes explores how our minds process and filter information, and how that influences everything we do.

The science of how we think is key to understanding why we are who we are, and why we do what we do. What goes on inside our heads when we’re in different environments – thinking, storing or accessing a memory, pinging attention, processing language, being creative, problem-solving and learning – dictates how we interact with each other, what motivates and discourages us and the decisions we make every day.

Exploring how we form beliefs, ways of remembering, and conscious and unconscious thinking, What Are You Thinking? is an engaging look at the clever ways our minds deal with new information, revealing a fascinating web of processes that affect everything we feel and do.

BRAIN POWER
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW FOR A HEALTHY, HAPPY BRAIN

CATHERINE DE LANGE

ISBN: 9781789293388
216 x 135mm • 256pp
B&W illustrations • Hardback
World English Language • £14.99 • Popular science
Publication date: 06/01/22

An essential guide to living better for longer, Brain Power breaks down the science behind brain function and reveals why sleep, exercises, diet and even socializing are so important for our health.

What does it mean to have a healthy, happy brain, and why is it so important to look after our grey matter? Comprehensive and illuminating, this is an essential and up-to-date examination of how lifestyle choices impact our ability to maintain a healthy brain.

Focusing on important areas such as diet, sleep, exercise, brain training and emotions, Brain Power explains the science behind what really affects our brains, as well as providing practical tips and exercises to improve and support brain function into old age.

THOUGHT ECONOMICS
(FULLY UPDATED EDITION)
CONVERSATIONS WITH THE REMARKABLE PEOPLE SHAPING OUR CENTURY

VIKAS SHAH
WITH A FOREWORD BY LEMN SISSAY

ISBN: 9781789294064
198 x 129mm • 304pp
Paperback • World
£9.99 • Business
Publication date: 17/05/22

‘Read this book. Keep it for years. The wisdom in it will stay with you for life.’ – Lemn Sissay

In this fully updated paperback edition, including new interviews with Shaqueille O’Neal, Matthew McConaughey and others, Vikas Shah quizzes the minds that matter on the big questions that concern us all.

With remarkable and poignant insights into the pressing issues of the twenty-first century, from identity and culture to discrimination and conflict, this is an amazing collection of interviews from some of the greatest trailblazers of our time, including Muhammad Yunus, Maya Angelou, Bertie Ahern, Noam Chomsky, Elif Shafak, Rankin and many more.
GO TOXIC FREE
EASY AND SUSTAINABLE WAYS TO REDUCE CHEMICAL POLLUTION
ANNA TURNS

In this inspiring and practical book, Anna Turns makes the invisible world of toxic chemicals visible, and reveals the easy ways we can all reduce their usage.

Plastic pollution has been headline news since David Attenborough's shocking Blue Planet II in 2017. But plastics are only part of the story, and the invisible world of chemical pollutants – in the soil, the air, our water systems and our own bodies – is just as concerning. So Toxic Free takes a much-needed look at our use of harmful chemicals – what they are, where they're hidden and the extent of their environmental impact.

Taking you on an in-depth tour of your kitchen cupboard, your bathroom cabinet, your wardrobe and your garden, Anna Turns examines the harmful chemicals that lurk inside your home, the damage they can cause and how to avoid them wherever you can.

BE THE ULTIMATE FRIEND OF THE EARTH
100 QUESTIONS TO BOOST YOUR CLIMATE AND NATURE IQ
LUCY SIEGLE

How much do you really know about the state of our planet and the journey we're now on to reach a more sustainable future? Journalist and broadcaster Lucy Siegle tackles ten big topics involved in our quest to reach net zero.

Divided into ten fascinating chapters and including questions set by some of the world's leading NGOs on recycling and reusing, green tourism and sustainable fashion, find out how much you really know about how our consumer habits and lifestyles are affecting the environment, and the positive changes we can make now to ensure we're all true friends of the earth. Packed full of stories and tips that show the people, the projects and the places that are already living as if this planet was precious, this is an essential handbook for anyone looking to improve your understanding of how we can all have a positive impact on Planet Earth.

THE WILD REMEDY
HOW NATURE MENDS US – A DIARY
EMMA MITCHELL

‘This is a beautiful, beautiful book, and I can’t recommend it enough.’ – Sue Perkins

‘Precise, gorgeous and inspiring’ – Amy Liptrot

In Emma Mitchell’s hand-illustrated diary, filled with over 125 beautiful paintings, she takes us with her as she follows the paths around her home and further afield, sharing her nature finds and tracking the lives of local flora and fauna over the course of a year. Reflecting on how these encounters impact her mood, Emma's unflagging honest and affecting account of her own struggles with mental health is a powerful testament to how reconnecting with nature may offer us all some answers.

A collection of the much-loved remake of All Creatures Great & Small, featuring exclusive interviews and full colour photography from the hit TV series.

Welcome to the wonderful world of Skeldale House: the veterinary surgery for the locals of Darrowby village and their animals. In this exclusive behind-the-scenes book, go through the doors of the famous 1930s practice and discover the real-life inspirations for the remake of All Creatures Great & Small. Differing exclusive insight into the making of the show, and paying homage to James Herriot and his books, this is the ultimate celebration of a cast of characters – human and animals – who have been bringing us joy for over 50 years.

The first official companion to the hit TV show, Peaky Blinders, with behind-the-scenes access and fully illustrated in colour.

Since it first hit our screens in 2013, Peaky Blinders has evolved from cult hit to global phenomenon: six series on, Tommy Shelby is a force to be reckoned with. The first official book charts the incredible rise of the Shelby family, with exclusive access to the cast and creators of the show. Now featuring a new interview with Steven Knight about the highly anticipated sixth and final series, discover what awaits the Peaky Blinders as the show comes to a dramatic close.
In 2014 and as a young vet, Janey Lowes left her home in County Durham and went travelling. Visiting Sri Lanka, she was horrified by the state of so many of the island’s dogs – in particular over three million strays. Janey decided there and then that she was going to move to the island indefinitely and do everything in her power to help them.

In this heartfelt and inspiring book full of challenges and adventure, Janey introduces us to the tireless work she carries out. In it, we meet many of the colourful characters and then that she was going to move to the island indefinitely and do everything in her power to help them.

In this heartfelt and inspiring book full of challenges and adventure, Janey introduces us to the tireless work she carries out. In it, we meet many of the colourful characters and then that she was going to move to the island indefinitely and do everything in her power to help them.

JANINE MARSH
LIVING THE DREAM IN RURAL FRANCE
ISBN: 9781782929417
198x129mm • 265pp
150pp colour photos • Paperback
£9.99 • Memoir
Publication date: 26/05/22

Immerse yourself in the lives of the ancient Egyptian people with this fascinating book, written by renowned archaeologist and Egyptologist Donald P. Ryan. Spend a year in the company of the ancient Egyptians, during the twenty-sixth and final year of the reign of Amenhotep II (c. 1400 BC). Following the Egyptian calendar, which was divided into three seasons (flooding, sowing and harvest), we will meet a king, a farmer, a priest, an embalmer, an artisan, a royal physician and many other characters as they live their lives in Thebes and Memphis during the eighteenth dynasty of the New Kingdom, in this remarkable year in ancient Egyptian history.

DONALD P. RYAN
A YEAR IN THE LIFE OF ANCIENT EGYPT
THE REAL LIVES OF THE PEOPLE WHO LIVED THERE
ISBN: 9781782929354
198x129mm • 272pp
B&W illustrations • Hardback
World • £12.99 • History
Publication date: 14/04/2022

Discover the power of the book through 50 of the most influential texts ever written – from around the world and throughout time. Books that truly did have a significant impact on world history.

The book has a unique status as an emblem of human culture and civilization. It is a vessel for sharing stories, dispersing knowledge, examining the nature of our extraordinary species and imagining what lies beyond our known world. This volume takes a curated list of 50 of the most influential books of all time – from ancient game-changers such as the Epic of Gilgamesh and the Diamond Sutra through sacred texts, philosophical ruminations from the likes of Confucius and Plato, scientific treatises and cultural works of enduring impact – and puts them in their historical context.

Become ridiculously well read in just a fraction of the time with this fascinating journey through the books that have changed the course of history.

DONALD P. RYAN
A SHORT HISTORY OF THE WORLD IN 50 BOOKS
IN 50 BOOKS
A SHORT HISTORY OF THE WORLD
THE REAL LIVES OF THE PEOPLE WHO LIVED THERE
ISBN: 978178294088
178x129mm • 288pp
B&W illustrations • Hardback
World • £12.99 • History
Publication date: 21/07/22

Discover the power of the book through 50 of the most influential texts ever written – from around the world and throughout time. Books that truly did have a significant impact on world history.

The book has a unique status as an emblem of human culture and civilization. It is a vessel for sharing stories, dispersing knowledge, examining the nature of our extraordinary species and imagining what lies beyond our known world. This volume takes a curated list of 50 of the most influential books of all time – from ancient game-changers such as the Epic of Gilgamesh and the Diamond Sutra through sacred texts, philosophical ruminations from the likes of Confucius and Plato, scientific treatises and cultural works of enduring impact – and puts them in their historical context.

Become ridiculously well read in just a fraction of the time with this fascinating journey through the books that have changed the course of history.
Add a little style to your puzzling with these Perfect Pocket Puzzles!

Whether they are a treat for yourself or to give as a gift, these attractive books contain all the puzzles you love, whether you have 10 minutes for a break or if you’re ready to truly relax. The beautiful covers make them perfect for Secret Santa gifts or that special little something for the puzzler in your life.

Ready to truly relax. The beautiful covers make them perfect for Secret Santa gifts or when you’re ready to truly relax. The perfect cup of coffee or a quiet moment to yourself.

The beautiful covers make them perfect for Secret Santa gifts or when you’re ready to truly relax. The perfect cup of coffee or a quiet moment to yourself.

Culminating in the powerful memory palace technique, a millennia-old technique still used today by mental athletes, this collection of tried-and-tested exercises will help you boost your brain power and master the power of recall in no time at all.

Written by Helena M. Gellersen, part of the University of Cambridge’s renowned Memory Laboratory, and bestselling puzzle master Dr Gareth Moore, this is a complete course in memory training. The way we remember things is determined by the different parts of the brain we are engaging, and this helpful book covers a range of puzzles to help you improve your memory.

Including the latest neuroscience and with easy-to-follow puzzles, Memory Palace Master will show you how to improve your memory, once and for all.

This little book of canine communication explains the creative ways that our dogs talk to us.

From the position of their ears to the wag of their tails, dogs are skilled communicators. While we humans mostly rely on words to express how we feel, dogs mainly talk to each other, through a series of facial expressions, body language and doggy behaviour. Learn how to deepen that bond with your much-loved pet through the text and beautiful colour illustrations in this stunning book.

This stunning book explores love’s many facets through the richly detailed images of the artist and some of the finest words ever written on the subject. It is brimming with romance – and as timeless as love itself.

This stunning book explores love’s many facets through the richly detailed images of the artist and some of the finest words ever written on the subject. It is brimming with romance – and as timeless as love itself.

The hidden calculations of everyday life

Written by Dr Gareth Moore, this is a complete course in memory training. The way we remember things is determined by the different parts of the brain we are engaging, and this helpful book covers a range of puzzles to help you improve your memory.

Culminating in the powerful memory palace technique, a millennia-old technique still used today by mental athletes, this collection of tried-and-tested exercises will help you boost your brain power and master the power of recall in no time at all.

Written by Helena M. Gellersen, part of the University of Cambridge’s renowned Memory Laboratory, and bestselling puzzle master Dr Gareth Moore, this is a complete course in memory training. The way we remember things is determined by the different parts of the brain we are engaging, and this helpful book covers a range of puzzles to help you improve your memory.

Including the latest neuroscience and with easy-to-follow puzzles, Memory Palace Master will show you how to improve your memory, once and for all.

This little book of canine communication explains the creative ways that our dogs talk to us.

From the position of their ears to the wag of their tails, dogs are skilled communicators. While we humans mostly rely on words to express how we feel, dogs mainly talk to each other, through a series of facial expressions, body language and doggy behaviour. Learn how to deepen that bond with your much-loved pet through the text and beautiful colour illustrations in this stunning book.

This stunning book explores love’s many facets through the richly detailed images of the artist and some of the finest words ever written on the subject. It is brimming with romance – and as timeless as love itself.

This stunning book explores love’s many facets through the richly detailed images of the artist and some of the finest words ever written on the subject. It is brimming with romance – and as timeless as love itself.
MYTHIC WORLD
COLOUR TIMELESS LEGENDS
ILLUSTRATED BY KERBY ROSANES

ISBN: 97819112785599
250×250mm • 96pp
Black and white • Paperback
World • £9.99 • Colouring
Publication date: 14/04/22

A new colouring book from New York Times bestselling illustrator, Kerby Rosanes. Mythic World features over 55 mythical creatures and legends to colour. Showcasing some of the best-known creatures alongside some you might not have discovered before, each scene shows them interacting with and morphing out of some of the most distinctive landscapes in our world today. Warring giants morph out of The Giant’s Causeway in Northern Ireland, petrified trolls come back to life in Icelandic rock formations, the Tibetan Druk emerges from Mount Everest’s cloudy summit and much more.

Pages at the back of the book provide a brief introduction to each mythical creature and explain the inspiration and rationale behind each illustration.

THE JOYFUL JOURNAL
CREATIVE ACTIVITIES AND REFLECTIONS TO BRIGHTEN YOUR DAY
OCTAVIA BROMELL

ISBN: 97819112785582
190×147mm • 128pp
Full colour • Paperback
World • £9.99 • Wellbeing
Publication date: 23/12/21

This beautiful journal is the perfect everyday companion to spark a little joy and creativity in your life, guided by positive messages, exercises and bright and beautiful illustrations.

By focusing on what we’re grateful for and the good things still to come, as well as the importance of self acceptance, we can find a clear path to contentment and joy. With a combination of affirmations, guided exercises, colouring and space to record your thoughts, this inspiring creative journal encourages you to draw, scribble and write your way to a joyful day. For your to do lists, to-don’t lists, your dreams and your hopes.

ASTROLOGY COLOURING
ILLUSTRATED BY ANA JAREN

ISBN: 97819112785537
280×216mm • 96pp
Black and white • Paperback
World • £9.99 • Colouring
Publication date: 06/01/22

Mysterious, powerful and beautiful, this colouring book by artist Ana Jären celebrates the magic of the zodiac.

Ana Jären’s intricate and distinctive artwork puts a modern twist on the ancient art of astrology. With a focus on the Greek and Chinese zodiac systems, each sign has its own stunning illustration to colour, along with thought-provoking text to give insight into the myths and meanings behind the signs. Additional systems from around the globe are also featured, providing context for fascinating concepts that are still popular today.

NATURE MANDALAS
ILLUSTRATED BY MELPOMENI CHATZIPANAGIOTOU

ISBN: 97819112785520
250×250mm • 96pp
Black and white • Paperback
World • £9.99 • Colouring
Publication date: 31/03/22

Intricate mandalas fuse lovingly-crafted shapes and symbols with striking wild imagery from across the globe.

Powerful spiritual symbols in art and in meditation, these circular patterns celebrate the beauty of nature in a dazzling colouring book from artist Melpomeni Chatzipanagiotou. Visit life under the sea, on land and in the sky, bringing your own choice of colour as you go.

Melpomeni Chatzipanagiotou previously created Circle of Life, which explored the rhythms and riches of the natural world.
**BEDTIME, LITTLE MOUSE**  
**written by Magali Mialaret**  
**illustrated by Carmen Saldaña**

Bedtime, Little Mouse will help lull little children to sleep with its Mindful Bedtime Method and lyrical picture book story.

Created by Magali Mialaret, PhD, and using her background in applied neuroscience, stress management and yoga coaching, the three-step Mindful Bedtime Method is designed to develop good practice around bedtime routines and encourage mindful reflection on emotions encountered during the day.

One: get your little one ready for bed. Two: read the relaxing story. Three: follow the mindfulness practices.

From helping your child notice their breathing and the softness of their surroundings, to expressing gratitude and reflecting on the joys of the day, the mindful practices will relax and ease your child into a gentle sleep.

These practices mirror the experience of Little Mouse in the picture book story. In a beautiful woodland full of flowers and trees, Little Mouse plays all day long. But, after one hot day, a storm gathers overhead, and she and her friends have to rush home to take shelter from the booming thunder, flashing lightning and pouring rain. When she tries to get to sleep that night, Big Mouse is on hand to soothe her worries, using guided breathing, gentle meditation and reflection on the good things that happened during the day.

Bedtime, Little Mouse is brought to life with sweet and gentle illustrations by Carmen Saldaña, illustrator of numerous picture book titles.

**Also available:**

- ISBN: 9781780557151
- ISBN: 9781780555556
- ISBN: 9781780555506
- ISBN: 9781780555706
- ISBN: 9781780555720
- ISBN: 9781780557014
- ISBN: 9781780555134
- ISBN: 9781780555168

---

**SHERLOCK BONES AND THE CASE OF THE CROWN JEWELS**  
**written by Tim Collins**  
**illustrated by John Bigwood**

When the crown jewels go missing from Kennel Palace, it’s up to super-sleuth Sherlock Bones and his trusty sidekick Dr Catson to solve the crime. But with multiple suspects and a trail that’s starting to run cold, will they be able to catch the culprit in time?

The first book in a brand-new Sherlock Bones fiction series, this fun puzzle adventure contains over 30 games – such as mazes, search games and silhouette matches – that are woven into the action, so the reader can feel immersed in the exciting detective plot and help Bones and Catson solve the mystery.

**365 Cool Ways to Remember Stuff**  
**written by Lauren Holmray**  
**illustrated by Martina Motzo**

365 Cool Ways to Remember Stuff is packed with tips, tricks, rhymes and mnemonics to help with memorizing everything, from grammar, spelling and punctuation to maths, science and history.

Can you remember how many days there are in each month? Or the names of the planets in the solar system? How about the difference between a noun and a verb? 365 Cool Ways to Remember Stuff will show you how to memorize the key facts in almost every school subject. With the help of the book’s simple pointers, even the trickiest of facts will become memorable. The fun illustrations and engaging, educational text are sure to inspire and empower kids to confidently learn, remember and use new knowledge, both in and out of school.

**The Best Would You Rather Book**  
**written by Gary Panton**  
**illustrated by Andrew Pinder**

A laugh-out-loud book based on everyone’s favourite game, Would You Rather? Would you rather:

- Be able to fly or be able to turn invisible?
- Eat rotten eggs or drink expired milk?
- Have hands for feet or have feet for hands?

Containing hundreds of devious dilemmas and quick-witted questions on the silly, smelly and everything in between, this is a game book like no other. Featuring themed sections, flowcharts and quizzes as a fresh take on the format, it’s guaranteed to keep children (and adults!) entertained for hours on end.
THE STORY OF ME
MY MEMORIES, MY LIFE NOW, MY FUTURE
WRITTEN BY ELLEN BAILEY
ISBN: 9781780557953
246 x 199mm • 128pp
Full colour • Paperback
World • £7.99 • Activity
Publication date: 03/03/22

Complete with colourful and engaging illustrations throughout, this memory book is the perfect gift for children to treasure forever.

This book invites kids to write their own autobiography. It creates their personal timeline using prompts, pictures and detailing preferences. It features opportunities for the reader to fill in the facts all about themselves – from their arrival, their first memories and their family, to who they are right here, right now and on to their dreams about the future. This book will act as a lasting record of exactly who they are. From the author of the best-selling title All About Me.

ALSO AVAILABLE:

SEARCH THROUGH TIME
TRAVEL THROUGH HISTORY TO FIND LOTS OF FUN THINGS
ILLUSTRATED BY PAULA BOSSIO
ISBN: 9781780557960
300 x 250mm • 32pp
Full colour • Paperback
World • £8.99 • Activity
Publication date: 23/06/22

Journey through the most exciting periods of history in this fun and fact-filled search book.

From stone-age cavemen and ancient Egyptian mummies to medieval knights and invading Vikings, there are over 150 things to spot, including bonus out-of-time objects to look out for. The book also features 50 bite-sized facts, so children can learn about each historical period while they search. Illustrated in a cute, quirky style by Paula Bossio.

ALSO AVAILABLE:

THE EGG-CELLENT EASTER ACTIVITY BOOK
CHOC-FULL OF MAZES, SPOT-THE-DIFFERENCE PUZZLES, MATCHING PAIRS AND OTHER BRILLIANT BUNNY GAMES
ILLUSTRATED BY KATHRYN SELBERT
ISBN: 9781780555997
370 x 265mm • 32pp + 10 sticker pages
Full colour • Paperback
World • £6.99 • Activity
Publication date: 14/04/22

This innovative sticker-by-numbers book contains 12 iconic images to complete. The numbered shapes on each page can be filled with corresponding stickers to create beautiful, intricate artworks. From striking cheetahs and vivid clownfish to meadow flowers and starry skies, reveal each scene as you bring it to life with colour. Featuring over 1,400 geometric stickers, it’s the ultimate sticker-by-number challenge for children and adults alike.

ALSO AVAILABLE:

IMAGIMETRICS
A STRIKING STICKER CHALLENGE
ILLUSTRATED BY MAX JACKSON
ISBN: 9781780555730
370 x 265mm • 32pp + 10 sticker pages
Full colour • Paperback
World • £9.99 • Activity
Publication date: 14/04/22

This innovative sticker-by-numbers book contains 12 iconic images to complete. The numbered shapes on each page can be filled with corresponding stickers to create beautiful, intricate artworks. From striking cheetahs and vivid clownfish to meadow flowers and starry skies, reveal each scene as you bring it to life with colour. Featuring over 1,400 geometric stickers, it’s the ultimate sticker-by-number challenge for children and adults alike.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
A Million Sweet Things is a colouring book filled with the cutest characters around. Perfect for colouring fans with a sweet tooth, every page is brimming with cuteness, from playful pasta pandas to chocolate-sprinkled unicorns. In Lulu Mayo’s magical world, cute koalas share a bathtub with happy ducks, asparagus giraffes mix with sleepy sloths and bunny rabbits hop through bowls of delicious ice cream. There are kawaii kitten cakes, frog sailors, splashing narwhals and even ladybird musicians. Magical mashups are the order of the day in over 30 spreads of beautiful artwork, decorated with stunning patterns and motifs. A new title in the bestselling A Million series, with a fully foiled cover.

Mindful Colouring-by-Numbers for Kids

A new title in the Buster Wellbeing series, Mindful Colouring-by-Numbers for Kids combines creativity with mindfulness. This beautiful collection of scenes to colour will help children slow down and find a moment of calm. With over 40 relaxing illustrations to complete, including soothing seascapes and peaceful pandas, kids can dip in and out wherever they are. Text accompanies every other spread, encouraging kids to take a breath, tune into their senses and let go of any worries.

Colour Me: Mini Beasts

Features everyone’s favourite creepy crawlies to colour in. From beautiful butterflies and bumblebees to cute caterpillars and dragonflies, there is something for all young insect enthusiasts. Each fun and friendly artwork is accompanied with a fascinating fact, perfect for any budding ‘bugologists’.

Colour Me: Things That Go

Features everyone’s favourite land, sea and air vehicles to colour in and enjoy. Come face to face with high-flying helicopters, hot air balloons and jumbo jets as well as speedy supercars, scooters and diggers. Each fun and friendly artwork is accompanied with a fascinating fact about these different modes of transport.

COLOUR ME: MINI BEASTS
FUN AND FACTS FOR FANS
LLUSTRATED BY DANIELA MASSIRONI
ISBN: 9781780557670
203×203mm • 96pp
Black and white • Paperback
World • £7.99 • Colouring
Publication date: 03/03/22

COLOUR ME: THINGS THAT GO
FUN AND FACTS FOR FANS
LLUSTRATED BY JAMES COTTELL
ISBN: 9781780557663
203×203mm • 96pp
Black and white • Paperback
World • £7.99 • Colouring
Publication date: 03/03/22

I LOVE PUGICORNS AND OTHER AMAZING MASHUPS
A COLOURING BOOK
LLUSTRATED BY SARAH WADE
ISBN: 9781780558103
246×189mm • 64pp
Black and white • Paperback
World • £5.99 • Colouring
Publication date: 12/05/22

COLOUR ME: THINGS THAT GO

ISBN: 9781780557670
203×203mm • 96pp
Black and white • Paperback
World • £7.99 • Colouring
Publication date: 03/03/22

Discover the magical world of pugicorns, unicorns, pandacorns and much more in this unique colouring book. Among scenes of pugicorns in rollerskates, in spacesuits and atop cupcakes, you’ll also find a whole host of amazing animal mashups – including flying unicorns, chilled out slothicorns and adorable ottercorns. Grab your colouring pens and pencils and get ready to complete these enchanting animals and scenes. Every colouring page is accompanied by an inspirational quote to spark your imagination.
LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Brick and Knob configurations, the Minifigure and NINJAGO are trademarks of the LEGO Group. ©2021 The LEGO Group.

Anglia is a trademark owned and licensed by Ford Motor Company.

WIZARDING WORLD characters, names, and related indicia are © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. WB SHIELD: © & ™ WBEI. Publishing Rights © JKR. (s21)

© & ™ 2021 LUCASFILM LTD.

© 2021 The LEGO Group and Universal City Studios LLC and Amblin Entertainment, Inc.

Manufactured by AMEET Sp. z o.o. under license from the LEGO Group.
GUPPY BOOKS

THE CATS WE MEET ALONG THE WAY
WRITTEN BY NADIA MIKAIL
ILLUSTRATED BY NATE NG

A stunning debut young adult novel set in Malaysia, charting Aisha and her family on a roadtrip through the country in search of estranged sister, June. Set against the backdrop of a world catastrophe, this novel is full of love, healing and hope.

Seventeen-year-old Aisha hasn’t seen her sister June for two years. And now that the world has been told that a catastrophic asteroid will be hitting the earth in nine months’ time, she and her mother decide that it’s time to track her sister down and mend the hurts of the past. Along with Aisha’s boyfriend, Walter and his parents (and Fleabag the stray cat), the group take an unforgettable roadtrip through Malaysia in a wildly decorated campervan – to put the past to rest, to come to terms with the present, and most importantly of all, to hope for the future.
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THE ANIMAL LIGHTHOUSE
WRITTEN BY ANTHONY BURT
ILLUSTRATED BY SARAH HORNE

An exciting debut novel from a new talent in middle-grade fiction, Anthony Burt. An exciting piratical adventure that tells the story of young Jim, a boy washed up as a baby onto a hidden island, cared for by his wonderful family of animals; life as a lighthouse keeper is full of fun and adventure until one day a pirate ship is spotted – bringing with it unwanted and dangerous answers to Jim’s past ...
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ONE TIME
WRITTEN BY SHARON CREECH
ILLUSTRATED BY KARL JAMES MOUNTFORD

A wonderful tale about the transformative power of imagination, the effects of an inspirational teacher, and the journey to becoming who you are meant to be.

Gina Filomena has been told that she has an overactive imagination. With her bright clothing and artistic spirit, she’s always felt different from the other kids in her class. That is, until she meets her neighbour, a mysterious boy called Antonio. And when a creative new inspirational teacher arrives at school, Gina finds a world of possibilities opens up.
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B&W illustrations • Paperback
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KING SIR LOUIS AND THE SORCERER OF SLIME
WRITTEN AND ILLUSTRATED BY THE BROTHERS MCLODD

The third installment of Knight Sir Louis’s adventures about a calm and courageous hero fighting valiantly in a completely bonkers world – full of interactive storytelling and perfect for readers moving on from the Tom Gates and Wimpy Kid series.

King Burt the Not Bad wants a holiday at Castle Sideways By The Sea, so Knight Sir Louis must find a safe way through the Land of the Ogres, filled with bandits, bears (and ogres too, obviously). His trusty friends, Elkanalo the robot horse, Reader Catalogue the clever boar and Pearlin the wizard are on hand to help. But something nasty is watching and waiting for them. It’s green, it’s slimy, it’s a sorceror and it’s called Alan.

“I love these books so much!” – Jo Nadin
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THE STOLEN PRINCE OF CLOUDBURST
WRITTEN BY JACQUI NORDVARTY
ILLUSTRATED BY KARL JAMES MOUNTFORD

A magical tale of mystery and adventure that proves that sometimes even ordinary middle children can be heroes, from the bestselling author of The Extremely Inconvenient Adventures of Bronte Mettlestone.

Esther, stuck between two talented and brave sisters, is looking forward to returning to boarding school – but when she arrives, she discovers some strange and unsettling changes; when the school and her family are thrown into terrible danger, it becomes her responsibility to save them all and Esther discovers courage and talents of her very own.

‘A delightfully quirky story ... this book begs for multiple readings’ – School Library Journal, Starred Review
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